Embryonic cardiac arrhythmia and generation of reactive oxygen species: common teratogenic mechanism for IKr blocking drugs.
In the adult organism, it is well established that hypoxia followed by reperfusion may be fatal and result in generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and subsequent tissue damage. There is also considerable evidence that temporary decrease or interruption in oxygen supply to the embryo and ROS generation during reperfusion result in tissue damage in embryonic tissues. A wide spectrum of different malformations by transient embryonic hypoxia could be produced, depending on the duration, extent, and timing of the hypoxic event. It is the contention of this paper that drugs that block the potassium channel IKr, either as an intended pharmacologic effect or as an unwanted side-effect, are potentially teratogenic by a common ROS related mechanism. Drugs blocking the IKr channel, such as almokalant, dofetilide, phenytoin, cisapride and astemizole, do all produce a similar pattern of hypoxia-related malformations. Mechanistic studies show that the malformations are preceded by embryonic cardiac arrhythmia and periods of hypoxia/reoxygenation in embryonic tissues. Pretreatment or simultaneous treatment with radical scavengers with capacity to capture ROS, markedly decrease the teratogenicity of different IKr blocking drugs. A second aim of this review is to demonstrate that the conventional design of teratology studies is not optimal to detect malformations caused by IKr blocking drugs. Repeated high doses result in high incidences of embryonic death due embryonic cardiac arrhythmia, thus masking their teratogenic potential. Instead, single dosing on specific days is proposed to be a better way to characterize the teratogenic potential of Ikr blocking drugs.